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Games like Pac-Man and Galaga work in part because youll
always know whats next. VVVVVV works in part because
there are always new things to discover, and new, weird,
and wonderful things are always waiting around the corner.
VVVVVVs art style stands out in the Side Scroller genre with
lovable graphical details. Pouncing on enemies, throwing
water balloons, and zapping baddies make VVVVVV an easy
game to both jump into, and lose hours to. Its a simple
piece of software that plays extremely well. If you are
looking to play a game with a extremely rich fantasy world,
like Kingdom Come: Deliverance may be right for you. Or if
you wish to play a well-rounded survival game with a focus
on crafting and crafting items, like Minecraft, then Dwarf
Fortress is an option. Or if you like to share your creations,
like most indie developers, then youll want to check out the
Minecraft edition of Terraria, which was brought to Xbox
One. Or if you enjoy a constantly evolving Metroidvania
style of game, like Dark Souls, then World of Goo is perfect.
Depending on how much time you have and how much
hardcore you like to play, youll find a good gaming
experience at both ends of the spectrum. One of the
reasons many people enjoy Minecraft in particular is its
ability to let players create things. Spirits also has that
crafting element because it lets you design your own
vehicle and even change the size of your body at will. Its
not uncommon for many players to spend hours creating
and improving their own vehicles. Theres also a game
within a game based on Dark Souls that offers a unique and
challenging crafting challenge. Maybe you just want a fun
game where you can find a good gaming experience at a
low price.
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Hearthstone, the fast-paced card battler, earns a spot in
this category with its ease of accessibility. Many gamers

have played through the games tutorial and can play with
no complaints, so Hearthstone might make a strong
contender for our next game of the year selection,
especially since it has the ability to keep any player

enthralled for hours at a time. Puzzle Challenge features a
clever blend of puzzle solving, exploration, and fighting.
Incorporating these three elements into one title is risky,
but that makes it all the more rewarding to play. Combine
your troubleshooting, spatial awareness, and combat skills
to escape and defeat the creatures who have trapped you.
The environments feel like miniature landscapes, and the
creatures you encounter feel more alive than most games

of the genre, adding in fantasy to the mix while staying
grounded. Where is the player’s freedom in this game? You
have to find out. Sensible World offers players a creative,

free-form sandbox game. Your job is to help the player
generate their own adventures as they play the game. You
can construct buildings, worlds, and even roads to create

and share maps, which can then be used by players to
complete a variety of objectives. Or, you can design and

bring your own story to life as it unfolds. Minecraft is the de
facto game of our generation. Nothing has been done to

challenge its hold on players, which is why Minecraft is a bit
of an oddity in a genre that has a host of other interesting
options to explore. Theres nothing particularly wrong with
the game, and it remains consistently enjoyable thanks to
its consistent appeal. Sure, there are plenty of options for
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exploration, building, and survival, but what puts Minecraft
in the upper echelon of titles is its accessibility. Millions of

players have played the game, and countless more are
discovering the magical wonder that is Minecraft every day.

Its a game of the people, and its hard to get a better
selection than that. 5ec8ef588b
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